What you’re expected to do

• Our goal: Analyze, design, and implement the EU-Rent case study,

• During the semester, in a team of up to 4 participants, reaching the milestones listed next

• Additional resources can be found in (and contributed to)
  http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/OOAD-LTOOD-0607
  Please provide us with: First Name, Family Name, Matr. No., Master program, Team No., Email address.
  In order to let you join the group
The wonderful OOAD / LTOOD split: effect on team composition

• Those students taking only OOAD are not required to complete the labs dealing with implementation

• Therefore, make sure when building up your team that it consists entirely of:

  1. students taking OOAD only, or
  2. students taking OOAD + LTOOD

Milestones

• For each milestone, you’re expected to:
  – submit to our Subversion server the source code and supporting code.
  – Additionally, offer a presentation and be ready for open discussion. All students show up for presentations (yes, it’ll be a long afternoon)

• Submitting to Subversion is made possible with an Eclipse plugin: [http://subclipse.tigris.org/](http://subclipse.tigris.org/)
  More details (server address, password) on the online group

• The milestones:
  – November 20th, Implementational Design
  – January 15th, Implementation
  – January 29th, No presentation but final submission to Subversion of all deliverables (design docu as a minimum). No further submissions accepted after this deadline.